MONTANA SAFETY ENDORSEMENT

This endorsement applies only to the insurance provided by the Policy because insurance is provided to you in Montana.

You must establish and administer an education-based safety program for all employees including temporary workers. The program shall consist of a safety training program which includes new employee general safety orientation, job- or task-specific safety training, and continuous refresher safety training encompassing periodic safety meetings. The education-based safety program will also include periodic hazard assessments, with corrective actions identified, and appropriate documentation of performance of the activities.

If you have more than five employees, then you must have a comprehensive and effective safety program which has a safety committee, established procedures for reporting and investigating all work-related incidents, accidents, injuries, and illnesses, and established procedures that assign specific safety responsibilities and safety performance accountability.

We must provide safety consultation services to you which include consideration of the hazard, experience, and the size of your operations. We will notify you of the type of safety consultation services available and the location where the safety consultation services may be requested. If we furnish or fail to furnish safety consultation services related to, in connection with, or incidental to providing workers compensation, we are not responsible for damages from any injury, loss, or death occurring as a result of any act or omission by us, our employees or our service contractors in the course of providing safety consultation services to you.

However, we may be responsible for any safety consultation services required to be performed under the provisions of a written service contract for which a specific charge is made and not incidental to a policy of insurance; for damages caused by our actions or omission to act in which it was judicially determined that the act or omission constituted a crime or involved actual malice; or if the injury, loss, or death occurred during the actual performance of safety consultation services and was directly and proximately caused by us.